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Happy Black Heritage Month! Happy Lunar New Year! February marks an important month of significant reflection, 
showcasing cultural identity, expressions and history for our Asian and Black communities across our city, state and 
nation. I attended some of the most beautiful performances and speaker series this month, being blessed and honored 
to hear incredibly powerful keynote speakers on Black culture and community, resonating deeply in ways that are 
indescribable, breathtaking, mind-altering and life-changing. I left those experiences asking myself, what impact did 
those events, those keynote speakers and their deep-seated messages etched in my heart and mind, actually have on 
me that would produce actions and results?   
 
For the last year, the Neighborhood Services Division (NSD) has been involved in a large number of planning meetings 
about the City’s ongoing desire to have greater engagement and impact with our communities throughout Sacramento. 
A focal point of these meetings have been striving for meaningful ways of being equitable and inclusive, strategizing on 
how to incorporate economic growth, coupled with neighborhood support and empowerment for all residents, 
businesses and organizations. Simultaneously, we as a City are going through our own set of growing pains and 
identity challenges, as we embark on a new journey to redefine and restructure some City departments and divisions, 
particularly NSD, to meet the current needs of our ever-evolving neighborhoods, business corridors and communities. 
 
A significant change that we in NSD collectively decided on, was to reformat our Community Connections and 
Neighborhood News publications. Community Connections will now focus on and highlight efforts, activities and 
initiatives that City departments are doing to engage neighborhoods and communities and the impact that engagement 
is having. As you will see in this month’s edition, there will be editorials from both City staff and community 
representatives, showcasing their ideas, feedback and input, highlighting the care, concern and humanness of their 
experiences. For our first publication dedicated to City and community editorials, we are highlighting the input and 
experiences of attendees of a two-day training workshop that Chief Daniel Hahn hosted through the Sacramento Police 
Department, presented by retired Police Chief, Dr. Tommy W. Tunson – Transformational Policing Model (TPM): Bridging 
The Racial Divide. 
 
In closing, our hope is that as we, the City and our citizens, forge on this uncharted path together, building new 
opportunities for equitable growth and inclusivity, defining absolute standards for all neighborhood ecosystems across 
the entire city, identifying creative and innovative ways of addressing systemic social issues and concerns, we begin to 
honor in much greater ways, the humanity of every single person that lives, works, plays in Sacramento, creating a more 
unified Sacramento for all.  

Unifying Sacramento, Neighborhood by Neighborhood
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Transformational Policing Training
Class #1

Class #2



 
 

Training was informative, emotional, and begins to peel back the layers of distrust among law 
enforcement and communities of color 

 
I believe this training was very eye opening, thought provoking, and necessary of deeper insight. 

Several more days of training should be allowed. 
 

Great class, I hope you come back and teach several more. I think it would be very valuable to get 
our entire department through the class. Thank you for what you do classes like this will positively 

change communities. 
 

Excellent Course, outstanding facilitation of conversations around dangerous topics. I feel like we 
just scratched the surface on many topics. Having half community and half police was critical 

component. 
 

This training was very interesting and educational. This training opened up doors for trust in the 
community. Also, was a learning experience with the understanding of both sides the community 

and police. Hopefully after this training there will be change in the community with the police 
department. I have hope for a better future, I appreciate the police who were honest and open. This 

was a new beginning for the future. 
 

This training was the first of its kind that we’ve had in Sacramento. I think its important to have 
these conversations together to move forward form the past. I learned a different perspective from 
the community which will help me do my job in the future. My hope is to continue discussions like 

this to further the initiative of the training. I also think it will help to form a gam plan before we 
leave class to have attainable and sustained results. 

 
This training was very beneficial and educational to me. I feel a better understanding for the 

community and their views toward police. I felt the honest conversations were uncomfortable at 
times, but beneficial to seeing the views and perceptions of others. 

 
Chief, this should be a mandatory for every officer. I wish I had this training 30-years ago. I would 
have been a better cop. By far the best 2-day course ever. I appreciate what you are doing to help 

us all be better human beings. 
 

Unique perspective of community and police relationships. Focus was on the history of African- 
American treatment by governmental system. Good conversation and discussion with the 

community. 
 

Excellent workshop safe environment for law enforcement to be educated on how history impacts 
relationship with African-Americans. 

Sacramento Police Department TPM Training 
 Quotes and  Feedback From Participants



Community Perspective
Community Leaders Share the Importance of 

Transformational Policing Class

by

Brother to Brother Member 

Willie Kinsey Sr.

Hello my name is Willie Kinsey Senior I was gifted the opportunity to partake in the powerful 
transformational policing model bridging the racial divide between law-enforcement and civilian life. The 16 
hour class consisted of law-enforcement and a contrast of civilian life even more specifically some of the 
brothers and sisters were from inner-city neighborhoods that were challenged financially emotionally 
spiritually and a lack of resources. The class even though very productive was emotionally charged. The 
class had a host of benefits. 
 
One of the main benefits was the diversity and perspectives given by everyone in attendance. Another 
benefit that I learned for myself was the variety of opinions from others in a protected and govern 
environment. We had the blessing to have a very diverse professor in charge of implementing major power 
points from historical views in to current events. Professor Tunson gave us all in attendance the opportunity 
to be excepted in full value of who we were. 
 
My first day in the class I came in clean-shaven with a beanie with my mentor logo on my head. Walking 
through the door I experienced the large majority being law-enforcement. Shortly after entering, I was 
greeted and offered an opportunity to sit at a table in between two very powerful law-enforcement agents. I 
shortly learned that it was truly a blessing where I was placed for Seating. Surprisingly, for many civilian life I 
was actually accepted fully and completely for who I am which was very beneficial and considered a blessing 
to myself. The internal affairs officer that sat to my right at the table his self and I learned that we had two 
sons in common that attended Jesuit high school together. 
 
One of the most challenging experiences in the class was the difference in perspectives and opinions about 
some horrific police shootings that had transpired around the world. I learned to respect the police officers 
opinions and perspectives, that they could only capacitate what they have been exposed to. This class gave 
us all a safe place to be able to come to a clear understanding of each other's experiences in life, good and 
bad. 
 
The professor, Mr. Tunson, coming from south-central Los Angeles, choose to be an overachiever in mini 
lights, was the best for the job, he can relate to any and every person in the room including high official law- 
enforcement into the Chiefs position. The class was very beneficial for myself giving me insight to develop a 
clear understanding and accepting each of us for who we are at the same time allowing the people to trust 
who I am in full acceptance as well. My second day in the class I expressed to everyone in attendance that I 
appreciated being accepted for who I am. I let my locks down after I realized the people in the room 
connected with my value. My example was to help the people understand that you can't read a book by its 
cover but you have to open up the book and turn these pages in order to know and understand value in 
someone else's story. I thank God my creator for the opportunity that was given as a gift, to be present 
during this transformational class. Today I know that more power and wisdom and experience has been 
added on to me to have the opportunity to look and see things from the eyes of the law enforcement. The 
people present during the class were possibly one of the best groups of people that could've been present 
during any class in existence.



Employee Perspective 

 

Lt. Stephen Moore 

Outreach and Community Engagement 

Sacramento Police Department 

Sacramento Police Officers Share the Importance of 

Transformational Policing Class

by

I was a little tentative about attending Dr Tunson’s Transformational Policing class because I didn’t 
really know what to expect. I’ve had a chance to attend numerous community meetings and present 
background information on the department and the training officers receive, but never have I had 
such an interactive experience. Too often the meetings consist solely of the department 
disseminating information, or community members airing their grievances, but the deeper 
conversations that are required to build understanding and trust don’t usually occur. This was 
different! 
 
One of the greatest benefits of this class was that it created real dialogue between members of the 
community with diverse backgrounds, and members of the police department from all levels of the 
organizations. Having Dr Tunson act as the mediator and instructor was extremely important since 
he truly bridges any divide between minority communities and law enforcement, thanks to his 
experiences as a black male, former police chief, military officer, lawyer and professor. He was able 
to direct the conversation so that a variety of perspectives were represented in a safe environment. 
Community members were able to express their concerns with law enforcement and open the eyes of 
officers to some of the injustice they experience, and police representatives were able to open up 
about their concerns while providing public safety services in the community. 
 
The Sacramento Police Department has committed itself to building trust with the community it 
serves, but there is a still a lot of work needed to achieve that goal. I believe that continuing to have 
open and honest dialogue between all communities and levels of government are imperative if we are 
going to achieve success. Additional training such as Dr Tunson’s Transformation Policing class, 
and forging relationships throughout the community, are the surest way of creating the atmosphere 
that we want in the City of Sacramento. 
 
Lt Stephen Moore 
Sacramento Police Department 



Employee Perspective

Sacramento Police Officers Share the Importance of 

Transformational Policing Class

Sgt Justin Brown 

School Resource Unit 

Sacramento Police Department

by

I recently completed Dr. Tommy W. Tunson’s “Transformational Policing: Bridging the Racial 
Divide” 16-hour training.  My initial thoughts were that this class may be a bit uncomfortable 
because I have never attended any type of law enforcement-based training course with 
community members.  Also, I must admit that I thought the table would be set for some 
community members to channel negative emotions and aim them at police in the room.  Well, 
that was not really the case.  Dr. Tunson did an incredible job in setting the context and ground 
rules for both community and police.  He created a safe environment that allowed students to 
freely communicate without the feeling of being judged.  We all felt as if we were on the same 
level playing field and respected each other’s thoughts and opinions. 
 
During the course, Dr. Tunson wasted no time.  He hit us with hot-button topics that recently 
trended throughout the United States involving police and community.  As we digested each 
scenario, I quickly recognized the very different perceptions, perspectives, and points of view of 
law enforcement versus community.  No matter how I saw it, the community saw it a different 
way.  Every person in the room seem to speak from a position of experience, and for a few, 
emotions did get the best of them.  But, through it all, and by the end of the training, we gained a 
unique understanding and new-found respect for each other.  In my opinion, strong relationships 
and trust are built through understanding, acceptance of differences, and consistent 
communication.   
 
I see this course as one of the key ingredients to bridging the gap between police and 
community.  As stated above, community and police can safely sit at the same table, 
communicate, and have tough conversations without being judged.  I recommend that all law 
enforcement and community leaders be required to undergo this experience.  This is the start of 
something great and this vehicle will help create positive change in our communities! 



City Resources for the Community

 
The 6th Sacramento Police Community Engagement Academy will be 

starting in April 2019.  
Please see our brochure and application for more information and to apply. 

 For additional information, email Sergeant Doug Morse or call (916) 808- 
0985

Sacramento Police Community 

Engagement Academy

http://www.cityofsacramento.org/-/media/Corporate/Files/Police/Resources/Cops-and-Clergy/Sacramento-Police-Community-Engagement-Academy-brochure-April-2019.pdf?la=en
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2019 Youth Job and Resource Fair: 
Calling All Youth Between the Ages of 16-24! 

The Youth, Parks and Community Enrichment 
(YPCE)  Department is conducting the annual 

Youth Job and Resource Fair on Saturday, 
March 16th at New City Hall from 10:00am – 

2:00pm.

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/city-of-sacramento-2019-youth-job-and-resource-fair-registration-55387140428


NEED IN-PERSON HOMEWORK HELP? 
Trained volunteers serve as Homework Coaches to students in grades 1-8, offering homework assistance in all subject areas. HOMEWORK ZONE 

LOCATIONS are available throughout Sacramento.  
ONLINE TUTORS 

Connect with online tutors via Homework Help Now. 
See our Research section for more online tools to help with your homework. Please contact or check with your local branch to verify the times and 

dates. Click here for more information

http://www.saclibrary.org/Services/Homework-Coaches

City Resources for the Community
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Board and 
Commission  

Opportunities 

Interested in participating in local 
government? 

APPLY for a City of Sacramento advisory 
board and Commission today!

TO APPLY for current vacancies 
please visit: 

http://portal.cityofsacramento.org/ 
Clerk/Legislative-Bodies/Boards-and- 

Commissions 
 

For more information, contact the 
Sacramento City Clerk at: 

clerk@cityofsacramento.org 
(916) 808-7200

City Resources for the Community
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Gung Hay Fat Choy!


